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By Nani Power

Grove Press / Atlantic Monthly Press, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Hailed by The New York Times as a formidable young writer .
one who unpacks her characters emotions with a firm, graceful hand, Nani Power garnered
impressive acclaim for her profound debut last year. A darkly lyrical, charged exploration of the
double-edged sword of urban anonymity, her novel was deemed daring and one-of-a-kind by The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Crawling at Night is a searing, unforgettable portrait of New York City
and of the appetites and self-sabotaging patterns of its displaced inhabitants. Ito is a literate yet
tongue-tied sushi chef who recites haiku in his head as he labors over shopping lists, which at once
define and confine him. Alone, he dreams of Mariane, a lost alcoholic waitress who works with him
at the Chelsea sushi bar. Ito can t help but live part of every waking day reliving the tragedy he left
behind in Japan, and across town Mariane yearns for the baby girl she abandoned almost fifteen
years before. In the spinning haze of two nights in Manhattan, Ito and Mariane find themselves
careening on a downward spiral through the dark...
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Extensive manual! Its this sort of very good study. It is rally fascinating throgh reading time period. I am just pleased to explain how this is actually the
finest publication we have go through during my personal life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Henr i Runolfsdottir-- Henr i Runolfsdottir

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic
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